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• Next Monthly Meeting:  
Thursday June 24th, 2021 at 
6:30 PM,  
ZOOM Meeting  

• Main Speaker:  
Keith Gotschall - The Holly-
wood Bowl 

• President’s Challenge: 
June - “Camouflage” 
July  - Pair of Podlets 
August - “Recycled” - Provide 
before and after photos. 

gvwg.ca 

Follow us on Facebook  

http://www.woodturner.org/
gvwg.ca
https://gvwg.ca
http://facebook.com/GreaterVancouverWoodturnersGuild
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The weather is improving and, with vaccination rates climbing and folks beginning to receive their sec-
ond vaccinations, there appears to be a glimmer of light at the end of the COVID tunnel.  While we still 
won’t be able to meet again in person for at least several months, we are hoping that the Sapperton 
Pensioners Hall, which is still occupied by Royal Columbian Hospital, will again be available to us early 
in the new year.   Fingers crossed.  What restrictions will be in place in terms of numbers of people 
allowed in the room and permitted activities is still unknown.  We do know that the meeting format 
we followed in The Before Times will be slightly different. 
 
In anticipation of a return to physical meetings, the board has been discussing and are investigating 
the feasibility of Zoom streaming our physical meetings to accommodate those members who are out 
of town or might not be comfortable with attending meetings in person.  We have a few members 
who are located outside of our region and, in a couple cases, outside our province and country.   
 
Once we are able to return to physical meetings, we, of course, look forward to the return of our pre-
meeting Focus on Fundamentals demonstration along with the Forum on Form and Design discussion 
group.   
 
The consensus of those who regularly attend the online Tech Talk discussion group meetings is that 
they prefer a Zoom meeting separate from the regular monthly meeting so it is likely that the 
“Monday after the meeting” Zoom Tech Talk meetings will continue online as they are now.    If you 
have any comments or opinions about any of this, please share them with me via email. 
 
Of course, leading up to the return to physical meetings, we will need to solicit and schedule demon-
strations by our own members or local guests.  As I’ve mentioned previously, to be able to do that, we 
will need to recruit a new Education Coordinator (or committee).  This role, which is currently vacant, 
is extremely vital for the continued success of our club meetings.  If this is a role that you would be 
prepared to take on or participate in with other members, please contact me or any other board 
member to discuss. 
 
During the Before Times, the guild did not have monthly meetings in July and August for a variety of 
reasons, most having to do with meeting attendance, although we did have a well attended August 
Summer BBQ for members and their families.  Last summer, due to COVID, we extended our monthly 
online meetings through the summer months to help members stay engaged and connected with oth-
er members while they stayed safe in their bubbles.  We will be continuing with that again this sum-
mer.    
 
Our June monthly meeting, featuring Keith Gotschall demonstrating “the Holly-wood bowl”, will be 
our last regular format meeting of the season.   The President’s Challenge for June is ‘camouflage’.  I 
look forward to seeing your interpretations of this challenge. 
 
Our July meeting will be a Member Show ‘N’ Tell dedicated to showing off any or all the work you’ve 

(Continued on page 4) 
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done during these COVID times.  Please submit one or more photos of each piece you’ve completed dur-
ing the past 16 months and have not shown previously in an Instant Gallery or President’s Challenge.    
The Show ‘N’ Tell will replace the July Instant Gallery but there will still be a regular President’s Chal-
lenge.  The President’s Challenge for July is “A Pair of Podlets”. 
 
Our August meeting will be a Focus on Shop Crawls.  Get out your cameras or mobile phones, hit record, 
and take us on a short video or slideshow tour of your workshop or studio.  Regardless of whether you 
work in 50 or 5000 square feet, we want to see your space along with any great tips, tricks, or improve-
ments you’ve made to your space to make your life easier or better utilize the space available to you.  
Details on how to submit your videos will be forthcoming. 
 
Be safe and keep turning, 

President’s Challenge: 
• June - Camouflage 
• July - Pair of Podlets 

(Continued from page 3) 

As I’m sure you’ve noticed, this month’s newsletter is sporting a new look.  I’ve been tinkering on this new 
design for the last couple of weeks and would love to hear your feedback, positive or negative, along with 
any other comments or suggestions as this new design evolves over the next few months.   
 
So why the change?  I’ve been wanting to make changes since I took on the role of Newsletter Publisher 
(and now Editor).  The primary reason is to better align the design with our award-winning website, incor-
porating the same (or similar) colour palette and typefaces.   A secondary reason is to create a newsletter 
format that was a single-page design and did not have designated left and right pages.  This may sound 
trivial, but it will save me a lot of time assembling the newsletter each month. 
 
We’re always looking for new articles for the newsletter.  If you are a budding writer, or aspire to be one, 
please consider sharing your wisdom by contributing articles for your newsletter.    What kind of article, 
you might ask? You could document a recent project, share cool tips, tricks & techniques, write a book/
video/tool review, contribute a monthly or bi-monthly column on a specific or random topic or just wax 
philosophically about some woodturning-related topic of your choosing.  In particular, I’m hoping to be 
able to include a monthly safety article but, of course, any turning related topic you would like to write 
about would be welcome.   
 
Likewise, if you are a member and have something turning related that you would like to sell, swap or give 
away, send us the details and we’ll make sure it gets into the next newsletter. 

Steve 
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I mentioned to Peter McLaren a decorative wood 
process that I wanted to do, and he mentioned 
Harvey Fein, a fellow in New York, who already 
does what I wanted to do.   
http://www.harveyfein.net/ 
 
Peter showed me a Router and Table that Harvey 
uses for his work and gave them to me to try out. 
 
The table had 1” threaded rod that fit into my ban-
jo with a couple of washers and nuts for adjust-
ments and locking into the desired positions. The 
table is Birch plywood which Harvey uses to attach 
stops with screws anywhere he needs them or 
wishes to place them. 
 
The business end of the Router has a depth of cut 
limiter that can be adjusted with two 1/4-20 bolts 
and nuts in a plywood base.  

Here you can see the incised work with the Alumi-
num table I fitted to the 1” bolt. I’ve turned a bead 
on backside of the rim to give the pedals some 
form of stability. 
This shot shows doing the backside, if you look 
closely, I have added a strip of aluminum to guide 

the router base out of the cut. It gives a taper look 
on the back of the bowl.   

This is only the beginning of what I’m thinking of 
doing with incised work.   
 
Harvey has basically turned his Stubby Lathe into a 
very large Rose Engine lathe and I don’t know if I 
want to go that far but you never know what will 
come down the pipe. 

http://www.harveyfein.net/
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At our May meeting we had the privilege of having 
Greg Gallegos of Haslett, Michigan give us an inter-
active remote demonstration on making his well-
known “Podlets”.  These a goblet-like sculptures 
with large bowls, thin stems and bulbous based 
that are microwaved and purposely warped into 
interesting and dynamic shapes.  

Greg began by explaining that he uses fresh-cut 
(green) branches that are about 2 ½”- 3” round by 
8-12” long and that have grown so the pith is no-
ticeably off-centre so that when the stem is cut it 
does not have the softer, weaker pith within it. 
 
He begins by mounting a blank between centres 
and roughly centred on each end.  He then roughs 
the lower part to round and cuts a tenon for 
mounting in a chuck. 

(Continued on page 7) 
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Greg does these items as part of his production 
studio work so he does them in batches of 10-15 at 
a time and he will rough out all the billets in a 
batch at the same time. 
 
Next, Greg mounts the billet in a chuck and using a 
3/8” bowl he cuts out the interior of the podlet 
bowl.  He strives to get a really good finish in this 
step because he does not want to sand the inside.  
Using a sharp tool and proper technique he is able 
to accomplish this. 

He then roughs out the exterior of the bowl using 
line of sight to get it reasonably thin.  Then he 
switches on a bright LED light pointing into the in-

terior of the bowl and uses the luminescence of the 
wood to guide him to a uniform brightness and 
therefor a uniform wall thickness. 

Using the same 3/8” bowl gouge, Greg cuts the 
stem.  This is done an inch or so at a time and the 
stem is taken down to round 1/8” for stems 5-6” 
long and 3/16 for those up to 10” long. 

(Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 8) 
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For the first inch or two the setup is quite stable 
but as the stem gets longer the bowl section begins 
to vibrate so Greg runs the tailstock up and, using a 
cloth pad to protect the inside, he presses the live 
centre into the bottom of the bowl.  He notes that 
it takes very little pressure to keep the whole setup 
stable. 
 
The rest of the stem is done the same way and 
Greg prefers to make smooth transitions at both 
the bottom of the bowl and the top of the base.  
He points out that the only way he knows how to 
get good at this is practice.   
 
The final part of the project is to shape the base.  
Since the stem and bowl will be warped off-centre 
the base needs to be heavy enough to keep the 
whole thing standing yet small enough to be es-
thetically pleasing.   
 
All the turning is done at the same speed of around 
2000 RPM. 
 
Once the turning is complete, Greg wet sands the 
whole thing by placing a tub of water on the ways 
under the piece and sanding through the grits from 
about 120 to 320.  He gave us a tip to add a little 
dish soap to the water.  This helps to keep buildup 
out of the sandpaper.   
 
The final step is to part the piece off and Greg 

simply uses a parting tool to undercut the base to 
about 3/8” and then twist it off by hand.  The 
rough fibers left by doing this are removed with a 
rough bur in a rotary tool.  He cuts a hole well into 
the base to reduce cracking in the microwaving 
step. As he finishes each item he drops it in a water 
bath where it stays until the whole batch is com-
plete. 
 
Greg has made a lot of these items so is able to do 
them very quickly (under 10 minutes) and again, he 
does all of the items in a “batch” to this point be-
fore going on to the microwaving and shaping. 
 
For the microwaving he uses a simple countertop 
unit.  He places a piece in to microwave and then 
lays a rock on the stem and cooks it for about a mi-
nute.  He removes the setup and allows it to cool 
with the weight on it while cooking the rest of the 
pieces in the batch.  Once the pieces are cool he 
allows them to stand for several days before finish-
ing.  He has coloured some using dyes, paints, and 
inks and has also used wood bleach on some.  Most 
often they are left as is and finished with food-safe 
walnut oil. His has used many species for this pro-
ject and found his preferred woods to include black 
oak, most fruit woods and dogwood noting that 
these give lots of movement when they warp.   
 
Many thanks to Greg for the interesting and in-
structive demonstration and, of course, to our own 
Dustin Cook for arranging to have Greg join us. 

(Continued from page 7) 

7pm on the Monday after each monthly guild meeting 
Bring your problems - Show off a new tool or invention - Share 

your knowledge 
Watch your email for the Zoom link! 
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Drilling a “straight” hole in wood is something we 
often want to do whether for a pen blank, a tool 
handle, a peppermill or any number of other appli-
cations.  But it is not always easy to do.  Wood is 
not the same throughout.  Some areas are hard 
(eg, like the darker growth rings), there may be 
gaps, some areas may be decayed (spalted), mois-
ture content may vary, and some parts may be 
denser than others.  All these factors add up to 
trouble if you want a nice clean straight hole in 
your project.   However, there are things you can 
do to increase your chances of success. 
 

Get a good hold 
First, drilling exerts a lot of stress on the setup so it 
is really important to hold both the wood and the 
drill securely and accurately.  Is it better to move 
the wood and keep the drill still (lathe setup) or the 
other way around (drill press setup)?  From the 
perspective of the wood and bit there is no differ-
ence.  However, a given setup may be much better 
than another, depending on the task.  For example, 
drilling a long billet for a bowl gouge handle may 
be too long to fit into a drill press, so the lathe set-
up is best.  Conversely, if there are a lot of small 
parts to drill (i.e. pen blanks) a drill press with a 
good clamp may be ideal because blanks can be 
changed quickly, perhaps even without turning of 
the motor. 
 

Alignment 
No matter which setup you choose (drill press, 
lathe or free-hand) it is vital to align the bit to the 
direction you want it to travel.  This is easy to un-
derstand when trying to free-hand drill through a 
board.  Any small deviation from “straight” can 
yield wildly unsuccessful results. This is equally true 
when using a machine setup.  
In the case of a drill press it starts by checking that 
the drill is properly centred.   Just mount the de-
sired drill, turn the press on, and inspect the drill 

closely.  If there is any wobble (runout) in the bit 
try loosening the chuck at one hole in the chuck 
and tightening it using another.  It may take some 
fiddling to get the bit to run true but it is well 
worth the effort. 
Next, it is important to clamp you blank in the de-
sired orientation – most often in line with the drill.  
This too can take some effort but again will help to 
get a straight hole.  If there are multiples of the 
same size blank to be drilled this setup can often 
be reused making the effort even more worth-
while. 
For the lathe setup the first thing to check is that 
your headstock and tailstock are lined up.  Start by 
putting a live centre in the tailstock and another 
one in the headstock or mount a scrap of wood in a 
chuck and turn it to a point.  Now run the tailstock 
up to the headstock and check if the points touch 
each other.  If they do not align, corrections will 
need to be made before successful drilling can be 
done.  For lathes with swivel heads this can be as 
simple and unlocking and carefully relocking the 
headstock.  Otherwise, shimming the headstock or 
tailstock may be required and this effort can be ex-
tensive.  But again, unless the headstock and tail-
stock are properly aligned it will be nearly impossi-
ble to drill a straight hole. 
The same alignment check for the drill should be 
done as well.  If a Jacobs chuck is being used it 
should first be put into the headstock with the bit 
in place.  By starting the lathe it will be possible to 
check for runout on the setup.  
It is also important to keep the Morse taper holes 
clean.  This can be done by hand or in more ex-
treme cases, a taper reamer may be required. 
 

Quality Matters 
It is really important to use sharp, well made bits.  
Some years ago I bought a set of titanium-coated 
brad point bits because I had heard that titanium 
coating helped to keep them sharp longer.  What I 

(Continued on page 10) 
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did not look at was if the points where centred.  
Most of them were not; some as much as a milli-
meter (1/32nd in) off.  Without that point being 
centred there is little chance it will guide the drill 
straight when drilling. 
The lesson I learned was to buy good bits and in-
spect them carefully.  When buying my next set of 
brad points I asked the store if I could run them in 
a drill to check.  Fortunately, there were very ac-
commodating and the set was spot on. 
 

A few very good ones 
If there is a drill size that you use a lot it is worth-
while to buy a very good bit in that size.  Examples 
include 8mm or 10mm brad points for pen turning 
or 22mm, 25mm, 38mm, and 45mm Forstner bits 
for pepper mill mechanisms.   It is not unreasona-
ble to pay nearly the same price for one very good 
bit as for a complete set of “economy” brands but 
the benefits are exceptional. 
 

What Bits Bites best? 
There are lots of bits to choose from with each 
having advantages and disadvantages. 
 
Spade bits are inexpensive, come in a wide range 
of sizes, and can be had with long shafts but they 
wobble a lot.  They should be reserved for occa-
sions where the accuracy of the hole is less im-
portant. An example is when drilling a deep hole to 
start hollowing a vessel. 

Spade Bits 

 
Twist Drills have the advantage of being readily 
available at reasonable cost and have flutes to help 
clear chips while drilling.  But, they often produce 
chips faster than they eject them so they need to 
be withdrawn regularly to clean out the flutes.  
Otherwise, they can heat up, burn, screech, and 
bind. They also have somewhat inexact centre 
points which can cause them to be pulled off cen-
tre as they first touch the wood.  But one big ad-
vantage with these bits is that holes can be drilled 
is steps with a “pilot” hole drilled first and succes-
sively larger bits used until the desired size is 
achieved.  Of all the bits discussed here, these are 
the easiest bits with which to do this. 
 
High-speed auger bits are designed with a lead 
screw that helps draw the bit through the wood. 
This is difficult to control on a lathe and can be 
quite disastrous on a drill press.  But, the lead 
screw can be ground smooth like a brad point so it 
can be used on a lathe.  Auger bits have steep 
flutes that help to eject chips which can prevent 
jamming and burning.  They are also available in 
larger sizes and lengths.  These work best in wet or 
soft timbers. 

Auger Bits 
 
Gun drills get their name from drilling gun barrels 
and can be used to drill many times deeper than 
their diameter.  They have a slightly oversized bit, a 
¾ round shaft, and a hole running the length of the 
shaft.  In metal drilling oil is pumped down the hole 

(Continued from page 9) 

(Continued on page 11) 
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to lubricate and cool the bit and to carry the metal 
chips out.  These have been adapted to woodturn-
ing where air is used in place of oil to eject the 
chips.  An excellent example video is available 
here: https://www.woodworkingtalk.com/threads/
deep-hole-drilling-with-a-gun-drill.61565/  

Brad point drills have cutters on the lead edge of 
the bit that score the fibers before the main part of 
the cutter arrives.  This can often lead to a nice 
clean hole.  In addition, the twisted flutes in the 
shaft carry the chips away from the leading edge.  
They come in a range of sizes and can be had indi-
vidually or in sets.   These are often the bit of 
choice for wood turning but the point and the lead 

edge cutters have to be ac-
counted for when drilling to 
a set depth – around ¼”. 
 
Like twist drills, the flutes 
often get plugged and the 
bit must be withdrawn from 
the hole and the flutes 
cleaned.  Failure to do this 
can lead to severe over-
heating, burning, or the bit 
can get stuck. 

 
Forstner bits are great for drilling in wood and can 
be had in sizes from small to really big (3”+).  They 

have the accuracy of a brad point 
with the advantage that the 
cutting head is wider than the 
shaft.  This reduces contact with 
the sides of the drilled hole but 
without flutes to remove chips, 
they need to have chips cleared 
regularly.   

 
 
 

Tricks and Safety on the Lathe 
When drilling on the lathe here are several helpful 
tricks: 
• use an awl to mark the point where the drill is 

to start.  This makes it much easier to get things 
aligned and it helps to centre the bit.   

• partly tighten the quill lock so there is some 
“drag” in the system.  This helps to remove any 
wiggle in the quill assembly. 

• for very deep holes consider drilling from both 
ends of the billet.  That way any deviation is 
“hidden” in the middle 

 

Sharpening and “Tuning” 
Just like turning tools, bits get dull and need to be 
sharpened.  There are lots of rigs and jigs for sharp-
ening twist drills while spade bits and Forstner bits 
are often sharpened by hand.  A quick search of the 
internet will give you lots of help doing this.  
 
In addition to sharpening the edges, it is important 
to ensure that all cutting edges are contacting the 
wood evenly.  To check this, put a scrap of wood in 
your setup and slowly being up the bit until it just 
starts to cut.  Observe closely to see if all (most 
often two) cutting edges are making chips at the 
same time.  If only one is cutting it will put strain 
on the setup and often throw the hole off centre.  
Fix this by carefully filing or grinding that edge 
down a little.  Check again and repeat the process 
until all cutting edges are working together.   
 
I hope this short overview provides some guide-
lines to improve your drilling efforts.   

(Continued from page 10) 

HSS Brad Point Bit 

Forstner Bit 

https://www.woodworkingtalk.com/threads/deep-hole-drilling-with-a-gun-drill.61565/
https://www.woodworkingtalk.com/threads/deep-hole-drilling-with-a-gun-drill.61565/
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 Tech Talk is held on the Monday evening following 
the Guild ZOOM session.  The credentials for the 
session are sent to all registered Guild members 
and all are encouraged to participate in the free-
flowing discussion centred on technical aspects of 
woodturning. The May session was held on May 
31st, 2021 and was well attended as usual.  Thanks 
to all for you questions, contributions and discus-
sions. 
 

Preventing Banjo Slip 17-24mins 
George asked if there is a way to keep his Nova 
DVR banjo from loosening.  Brian said he had the 
same problem caused when he removed the banjo 
and the threaded guide block rotated accidently.  
This may not be a solution for George because that 
guide block design has been changed in later mod-
els of the lathe. 
 
Larry wondered if the locking bar inside the banjo 
may be bent.  To test for that he suggested sliding 
the banjo all the way in and trying to lock it then 
repeating that with the banjo set in the middle and 
once again with it pulled all the way out.  If the 
banjo will not lock in the middle but will at the 
ends then the locking bar is bent. 
 
Several folks suggested that if a new banjo is need-
ed a very good choice is the buy a ONEWAY banjo.  
The locking system is quite unique and is well 
worth the cost.   
 
Details on this option can be found here:  
https://oneway.ca/products-category/lathe-
accessories/Toolrest-Base-Retrofit-for-Other-
Lathes  
 

Advantages of a Pivoting Head 
Gary B started a discussion about the value of a 
pivoting head on a lathe.  His contention is that the 
improved access to the inside of the bowl without 

having to bend and twist is superior.  Others 
agreed but pointed out that many swivel head 
lathes are difficult to get back in alignment for 
spindle turning.  A viable alternative if both bowl 
and spindle turning are desired is the use a short 
outboard extension for bowl work and the inboard 
bed for spindle work.  This eliminates the need for 
a swivel head. 
 

Left-handed Turning 
Larry S is dominantly left-handed yet there are no 
manufacturers that make a left-hand lathe; a lathe 
with the head stock on the right end of the bed 
and “forward” rotation being clockwise.  To get 
around this Larry often stands on the other side of 
his lathe and has learned to deal with things like 
the spindle lock being in inconvenient places.   
 

Managing Green Wood 
George B asked about how to deal with green 
wood to prevent it from cracking while drying it.  
This is a huge topic and the group suggested that 
members that want an in-depth look at this topic 
attend the upcoming Virtual AAW Symposium 
where Bruce Campbell will be giving a talk on just 
this subject.  But, if you want a preview I have it on 
good authority that Bruce would be happy to talk 
to you directly. 
 

Wood List 
Many of notice when wood has been cut down.  In 
fact, thousands of trees are taken down in the 
GVRD every year.  The Guild has an excellent way 
of notifying members when one of us sees a tree 
of interest sitting on the road.  It is called the 
Wood List and is maintained by Dennis Houle.  If 
you see or hear about an interesting tree being 
taken down just send an email to Dennis at wood-
list@gvwg.ca with details – location, species, con-
tact info, photos, etc.  Dennis forwards this infor-

(Continued on page 13) 
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mation to the members of the wood list.  This is a 
great way to get free wood an there is usually so 
much that there is plenty to go around. 
 

Neutral background  
Steve H made a backdrop for evaluating and refin-
ing his forms. The one depicted is white for those 
materials that are dark. He also has a black one for 
forms that are lighter in colour. These backdrops 
allow for a contrasting AND neutral background so 
that the form can be seen clearly.  One of the key 
qualities of the backdrop is that it does not reflect 
light. He made his from a sheet of 1/8th plastic that 
has been sanded in order to make its surface non-
reflective. As one can see in the picture, without a 
backdrop there are so many distractions that make 
"seeing" the form very difficult.   

Stopping Sanding Sealer filling newspaper 
Gary asked how to keep water-based sanding seal-

er from clogging his sanding discs.  The immediate 
response was to wait until it is completely dry and 
then only sand by hand.  Sanding sealer in intended 
to be applied after sanding the rough grits.  
 

Faster Finishing 
The sanding sealer discussion led to a long discus-
sion on ways to apply a shiny finish to a piece in 
preparation for sale.  A vocal group argued that a 
piece is not done until the finish looks deliberate.  
If there are rough areas or inconsistent spots then 
the finish is not done.  This was countered by the 
opinion that the general public does not know the 
difference so why not apply a finish that is “good 
enough”. 
 
These two points of view are irreconcilable.  Either 
you strive for volume of sales at modest prices or 
you strive for the very best you can achieve.  It 
should be noted, however, that a number of very 
famous woodturners began their careers selling 
modest pieces in craft markets but worked very 
hard to perfect their work.  Through repetition, 
practice, study, and innovation they became leg-
ends.  
 

Sandpaper disc punch 
Scott made his own 2” oversized punch by putting 
a bevel on a cheap hole saw.  He used a piece of 
MDF as a backing but plans to use a nylon cutting 
board in the future.  He puts the sheet paper grit 
side down and punches by using a hammer on the 
modified hole saw. 
 
Larry reports that he does the same thing but 
mounts the unit in a drill press.  The rotation helps. 
 

End sealer 
Cloverdale Paints has 18 liter pails of end sealer 
around $90.  Peter Hill is buying a pail and is willing 
to share.  Scott adds that Cloverdale also sells new 
empty 4 liter pails for $1 or $2.  Contact Peter at 
Peter.Hill@telus.com if you are interested. 
 

(Continued from page 12) 

(Continued on page 14) 
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Photo lights 
Brian wanted to improve the quality of the pictures 
he is taking of his work so he went looking for pho-
tographic lights.  He found a perfect fit to his needs 
here: 
https://www.amazon.ca/Adjustable-Obeamiu-
Lighting-Collection-Photography/dp/B08DFMFQJ6/
ref=sr_1_17?
dchild=1&keywords=photography+lights&qid=162
2519530&sr=8-17  
 

1st Hollow Form Tool 
Hugh asked for some guidance on a first hollowing 
tool and if  the Sorby hollowing tool a good one?   
My suggestion is that the Sorby RS200KT or its 
smaller cousin, the RS100KT are great starting 
tools.  I recommend avoiding the gooseneck ver-
sion as a starting tool. 
 
Larry commented that there are many hollowing 
systems available be the most important thing is to 
have a small cutter (under ¼”).  Large cutters are 
difficult to control and can lead to disastrous catch-
es.  In addition, he recommends getting together 
with someone who has previous hollowing experi-

ence.  A few pleasant hours spent in someone’s 
shop can shorten your learning curve a lot and also 
save you some money and, maybe, some bruises. 
 

Spray Guns 
There was a long and detailed impromptu discus-
sion lead by Larry talking about spray finishing.  
There is far too much detail for this column but 
Larry has promised to open his shop one day soon 
for a live and hands-on workshop on spray finish-
ing. 
 

Sharpening Angles 
The question was asked if there are “standard” an-
gles for various turning tools?  Steve H says that 
unless you are turning deep bowls the angle does 
not really matter.  He suggested looking up videos 
by Stuart Batty on Vimeo.  He is a very good teach-
er and knows what he is talking about unlike many 
other on-line “experts”. 
 
Once again, thank you all for making Tech Talk a 
success and I hope to see you next time – 7:00PM 
Monday June 28th, 2021. 
 

(Continued from page 13) 

Sorby RS200KT Sorby Gooseneck 

https://www.amazon.ca/Adjustable-Obeamiu-Lighting-Collection-Photography/dp/B08DFMFQJ6/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=photography+lights&qid=1622519530&sr=8-17
https://www.amazon.ca/Adjustable-Obeamiu-Lighting-Collection-Photography/dp/B08DFMFQJ6/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=photography+lights&qid=1622519530&sr=8-17
https://www.amazon.ca/Adjustable-Obeamiu-Lighting-Collection-Photography/dp/B08DFMFQJ6/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=photography+lights&qid=1622519530&sr=8-17
https://www.amazon.ca/Adjustable-Obeamiu-Lighting-Collection-Photography/dp/B08DFMFQJ6/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=photography+lights&qid=1622519530&sr=8-17
https://www.amazon.ca/Adjustable-Obeamiu-Lighting-Collection-Photography/dp/B08DFMFQJ6/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=photography+lights&qid=1622519530&sr=8-17
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A few years back I installed a large magnet behind 
my grinder wheel, with the hopes of capturing the 
metal filings that invariably scatter all around the 
sharpening station. This worked rather well, col-
lecting at least 90% of the shrapnel. One time, after 
prolonged grinding, I noticed a tiny orangey glow 
on the tip of the collected filings. I dimmed the 
lights and lo and behold the filings were burning, 
albeit very slowly. Yes, steel can burn!  My theory 
for the burning is that the magnet was concen-
trating the hot filings and this situation sparked the 
ignition.  After that scare, the magnets were rele-
gated to entertaining my grandsons.  
In a similar incident, one of our former members, 
the late Sandy Dougal, started a small fire at his 

sharpening station. The culprit was wood shavings 
and dust that had collected behind his grinder and 
it appears that flying sparks ignited them. If 
memory serves me, he did not notice the fire until 
hours after he had stopped grinding and only be-
cause the fuel source had smoldered rather than 
bursting into flames - a close call.   
Conclusion! Your grinder is an ignition source. Dust, 
shavings, finishing supplies, and just about any-
thing else is fuel. Safe practice around the sharpen-
ing station should be to de-clutter, keep clean, and 
inspect. Of course, having a working fire alarm and 
a dry chemical fire extinguisher for your shop are 
standard equipment, right? 

• Matchmaker Joinery System - see woodwork-
er.com/matchmaker-for-bosch-mssu-95-
201.asp for more information.  Currently out of 
stock but priced at just over $736 US without 
the router.   Gently used and comes with a Por-
ter Cable router for $600. 

• General International 15-125 horizontal dual 
belt sponge sander - no longer made but copies 
of this are priced at around $450 US.  Great 
condition with extra belts - $300. 

• Workshop brand air filtration system.  $125. 
• Oneida Dust Deputy Kit - unused - $75. 

• Fein Multimaster MSxe 636II -  $125. 
• Grizzly downdraft table -19” x 22” -$100. 
• Dremel contour sander - $40. 
• Record No. 4 Smoothing plane - excellent shape 

- $30 
• Record low angle  block plane - excellent shape 

- $30 
• Stanley 14” bench plane - $30. 
• Machinist Square  5” x 8”- $10. 
• Mesa Vista magnetic feather board (2) - $10 

each. 

woodworker.com/matchmaker-for-bosch-mssu-95-201.asp
woodworker.com/matchmaker-for-bosch-mssu-95-201.asp
woodworker.com/matchmaker-for-bosch-mssu-95-201.asp
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Has everyone signed up and got their link for the 
WIT Virtual Exchange Collaborative Project Presen-
tations that is happening Saturday June 19, 2021 3 
pm Eastern (noon PDT)? 
 
https://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/
WIT-Virtual-Exchange-2021/WIT-Exchange-2021-
Presentation-of-Projects.aspx 
 
The previews seen thus far include some fantastic 
work and processes being explored by a bunch of 
women from around the world who may also be 
wood turners.  Look out for Horizontal Rhythm if 
you are curious of kinetic sculptures. 
 
And if you missed it, no worries.  As an AAW mem-
ber, simply look for the WIT Presents: Archive on 
the AAW website for the presentation’s link.  While 
there, check out the other inspirational artistry and 
celebrations of work being done.  Recently I was 
introduced to Joey Richardson’s work…wow!  
Those finishes…the details…the stories. 
 
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-
Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177
-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-
a7b6-
2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerC
ommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCom
mon 

 
These days, much is happening to shine a light on 
things that may have gone unnoticed, been unseen 
or been declared invisible… 
 
Many in the woodturning community are accus-
tomed to taking a closer look and paying attention 
to nuances and details.  This may be a perfect op-
portunity to dive even deeper. 
 
What are the details you have noticed as you look 
and reflect on the details of what was once invisi-
ble?  How are you shining a light or lending a hand 
to lift it up? 
 
Sharing a voice, been vulnerable, and visible is one 
way I have certainly been inspired by others, with 
so many possibilities emerging, especially within 
my circle of connections and the communities I am 
participating and being present in, including, but 
not limited to the GVWG, the AAW and WIT. 
 
Joey Richardson noticed and shared how it is the 
struggle to emerge from the cocoon that gives 
strength to the butterfly.  She uses this inspiration 
throughout her work and in the stories she tells.   
 
https://www.joeyrichardson.com/ 
 
What stories do your creations tell?   

https://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Virtual-Exchange-2021/WIT-Exchange-2021-Presentation-of-Projects.aspx
https://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Virtual-Exchange-2021/WIT-Exchange-2021-Presentation-of-Projects.aspx
https://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Virtual-Exchange-2021/WIT-Exchange-2021-Presentation-of-Projects.aspx
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-a7b6-2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-a7b6-2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-a7b6-2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-a7b6-2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-a7b6-2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-a7b6-2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
https://woodturner.org/Woodturner/WIT/WIT-Home-Page.aspx?WebsiteKey=c9100f02-c77e-4177-a9bc-7d3eb0216238&hkey=7f6a65b2-ec98-472f-a7b6-2ac573f7258d&New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=9#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
https://www.joeyrichardson.com/
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Over the past few months, I 
have experimented with 3 
sided pepper mills, with a 
60 degree twist.  The diffi-
culty I had was getting the 
top centred on the bottom.  
My first attempt ended up 
in the firewood box.  The 
next 2 were better, but not 
perfect.  The difficulty is 
getting all 3 sides turned 
exactly the same amount at 
the point where the top is 
parted from the bottom.  
The top looks fine in the ori-
entation that it was turned, 
but not in the other 2 orien-
tations, as evidenced by the 
next 2 photos.  
 

Using a caliper, I measured the 3 sides at the top, 
bottom and the point where cap meets body.  All 3 
sides were almost identical at the top and at the 
bottom of the mill, because I had reference diame-
ters to turn to, but all 3 sides were different where 
cap meets body.  The difference between side A 
and C is only 1/16” but that’s enough to throw it 
off centre. 
So after much head scratching, it occurred to me 

that as well as turning reference diameters on both 
ends, a reference diameter where the cap will be 
parted off from the body is even more critical than 
at top or bottom of the mill.  Once I figured that 
out, my last mill was near perfectly centred in all 3 
orientations.  
The following are the steps that I follow.  Before 
beginning, I’d suggest a review of Cindy Drozda’s 3 
sided box .  (Click on the link).  Cindy’s dimensions 
are 2 ¾”, 2 1/8” and 1 5/8”, mine are 1/8” less be-
cause some of my blanks are only 2 ¾”, ending at 2 
5/8” after turned round.  Use Cindy’s dimensions if 
you prefer a slightly larger mill. 
 
1. Mount a blank between centres & turn to 2 

5/8” dia., (or 2 ¾”) and true up both ends. 2 
5/8” (2 ¾”) is the major (blue) diameter in Cin-
dy’s instructions. Draw a reference line down 
the length of the turned blank, using tool rest 
as a guide. 

2. Remove from lathe and draw a line on both 
ends of the blank from the reference line, and 
intersecting the centre point.  Draw 2” (or 2 
1/8”) dia circles on both ends, (red diameter in 
Cindy’s instructions) and then 1 ½” (or 1 5/8”) 
dia. circles, (green diameter in Cindy’s instruc-
tions) with compass set on centre point.  

3. With compass still set at ¾” (or 13/16”) radius, 
put the point where the 1 ½” (1 5/8”) circle in-
tersects the straight line, and draw 2 arcs on 
the 1 ½” 1(1 5/8”) circle.  Those 2 arc points, 
plus the intersecting point opposite the com-
pass radius point will be the 3 points for off 
centre turning.  Double check the 3 points with 
dividers to ensure all 3 are equidistant before 
punching points with centre punch.  Do the 
same on the opposite end of the blank, except 
start with the compass point at 180 deg to the 

(Continued on page 18) 

http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/workshop%20handouts/TriangleBoxPrep.pdf
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/workshop%20handouts/TriangleBoxPrep.pdf
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other end, if you want a 60 degree twist in the 
mill.  (Or don’t if you want a straight 3 sided 
mill)   Mark the points 1, 2, 3 on both ends, 
clockwise on 1 end, counter clockwise on other.  
Point 1 on one end should be at 60 degrees 
from point 1 on opposite end.  (Marking num-
bers makes it simpler when turning a twisted 
mill.) 

4. If turning a number of mills, consider making 
up a 2” (2 1/8”) dia. template with a centre pi-

lot hole, and 3 pilot holes on a 1 ½” (1 5/8”) cir-
cle (checking with dividers for accuracy as not-
ed above).  Then trace the 2” (2 1/8”) dia. circle 
on both ends and mark the 3 off centre points 
with an awl, centre punch or a nail.  (Don’t 
drive a nail too far in the top of mill, or it will 
show through on the cap.) 

5. Mount the blank between centres, turn down 
to the 2” (2 1/8”) dia. circle on both ends, to be 
used as a reference diameter, when turning off 
centre.  Determine where you will part off the 
cap from the body of the blank and using a 
3/16” parting tool, and a caliper, turn a 2” (2 
1/8”) reference diameter at that point as well.  
(The 2” diameter, results in a 1/8” wall thick-
ness when you later drill a 1 ¾” hole in the 
bottom of the mill body.) 

6. Mark all 3 reference diameters with a pencil or 
felt pen; it helps to see when you reach that 
magic point of cutting just down the reference 
diameter. (If you’ve turned away too much 
pencil mark, you’ve turned too much.)  It’s criti-
cal at the part off point so that the cap will al-
ways be centred on the body of the mill.  And 
it’s important at the bottom that you don’t turn 
past that reference diameter, or the wall thick-
ness will be less than 1/8”.                                                                                                                        

7. Re-mount between centres on # 1 centre 
points, so that there is a 60 degree twist to the 
blank.  (Or don’t put a twist if you prefer a 
straight 3 sided mill.) Turn down until level with 
the reference circle.  Take light cuts and stop 
and check often…easy to cut more, not so easy 
to add wood back.  Hint….set your tool rest par-
allel with the ways of the lathe, it helps to turn 
a straight cylinder. 

8. Sand away tool marks, usually # 120 grit is 
enough at this point.  Take care not to roll over 

(Continued from page 17) 

(Continued on page 19) 

The above is numbered clockwise...  

...the other end is numbered anti-clockwise  
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the line of the cut, especially if power sanding.  
Then move on to offset # 2, repeat, and then 
offset # 3 and repeat. 

9. When all 3 sides are done, ensure that the 3 
sides are equally cut at the parting off points.  
Measure with calipers or simply observe how 
much of pencil mark has been cut away.  Go 
back and adjust if they are not equal.  (Not too 
critical at both ends but important at the 
parting off point.) Sand to 400 grit. 

10. Mount the blank back on centre points, and 
turn a tenon on the end of the cap.  Attach the 
mill to your chuck and bring up the tail stock to 
the centre point at the other end. Tighten jaws 
with live centre in place.  

11. Turn away the 2 “dia. reference cut from the 
bottom of mill, leaving the centre point as a 
starting point for drilling. 

12. Attach a Jacobs chuck to the tail stock and drill 
out the bottom of mill. 

a. 1 ¾” forstner bit, drill 3/4” deep 
b. 1 ½” forstner bit, drill a further 1 3/8” 

minimum, but deeper is fine (more 
room for pepper.)  Turn a groove for the 
mill tabs if you wish, but I don’t bother. 

c. 1 1/8” as far as you can go…but not as 
far as the part off point.  Drill to about 
½” away from the part off point if you 
can, using a long speed bit or a bit ex-
tension, otherwise, drill from the other 
end later. 

13. Part off the cap of mill from the body using a 
1/16” parting tool (stay clear of the 3 high 
points).  While the cap is still mounted in the 
chuck, drill a 7/8” dia hole about 2“ deep. 
(Leaving it in the chuck ensures that the hole is 
centred.)   Again, I don’t bother turning a 
groove for the tabs.  True up and sand the end 
with a slight bevel on the edges. 

14. Mark the centre point in the top of the body of 
mill, (if you made a jig as in point # 4, that helps 
find centre.)  Double check with dividers from 
centre to the 3 points of the 3 sides to ensure 
you are in exact centre.  This is critical.  

15. If you have a chuck with deep 1” jaws that will 
reach past the 1 ¾” dia. hole and grip in the 1 
1/2” dia. hole, mount the body of the mill.  (I’d 
be afraid to grip in the 1 ¾” diameter, there’s 
not a lot of wood there.)  Centre the other end 
on the tip of a 1” dia. forstner bit.  (If you don’t 
have a chuck with small jaws, turn a jam chuck, 
or drill out on a drill press.) 

16. Drill the top until you reach the hole drilled 
from the bottom.  A 1” hole is slightly under-
sized, but 1 1/16” is slightly oversized and a bit 
sloppy for the top mechanism.  Sand the 1 " 
hole until the top mechanism fits snugly and 
spins freely.  True up and sand the top of body 
with a slight bevel on the edges. 

17. Turn a special dowel, about 4“ long, half of it 
7/8” dia., half a bit over 1” dia.  Use that to 
check the fit of the cap against the body of mill.  
Save that dowel for future use.  If the cap 
doesn’t line up with the body, turn more bevel 
on the cap and the body to hide the mis-
alignment. 

18. Mount the cap of the mill in a jam chuck, bring 
up the tail stock, turn off the tenon and shape 
the top.  Use a small disc of wood between the 
centre point of the live centre so that there is 
no indent in the mill 

19. Apply your favourite finish to the mill.  My fa-
vourite is about 4 – 6 coats of high gloss wipe 
on poly. 

20. Attach the crush grind mill parts.  I don’t bother 
turning a groove for the tabs, I just glue using 
24 hour epoxy.  Hint…epoxy glue can be messy, 
spread a little in the mill body, and then partial-
ly set the mechanisms in place before spread-
ing glue on the crush grind parts.  I turned a 1 
11/16” dia X 1 ½” long hardwood cylinder, con-
cave on one side to clear the mechanism, and 
use that with a rubber mallet, or press in place 
using tailstock.  

(Continued from page 18) 
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• 2011 Stubby S750 Lathe with Vacuum motor 
and attachments on stand. 

• Chucks, jaws, centres, stabilizers, banjos, rests, 
hollowing systems, laser imaging equipment 
are all included. 

• Hand tools, grinders and extra motors, buffing 
tools, sanding tools, H/D drill press, eccentric 
chucks, collets etc. are also for sale. 

• The Lathe is 700lbs, it is located in Nanaimo on 
Vancouver Island.  

And  very much more... 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on page 21) 
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Brian Lunt - “Next Door Bowl” 
• Neighbour’s cherry tree 

from several years ago.  
Made this bowl as a keep-
sake as they are moving to 
Maple Ridge. 

• 9 x 4.25” 
• Spray lacquer finish 
• Full of cracks and pith on 

top edge. 
•  Submersed in a wood glue 
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Brian Lunt - Second Yarn Bowl 
• Maple - 8 x 4” 
• Spray lacquer finish 

Michael Moult - Walking Bowl 
• My version of a walking bowl, 

what I have spending my time 
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Sheila Balzer - Honey Dippers  

Gary Burns - Tool Handle for Andre Mer-
tel Hook Knife 
• Maple 
• 29” Long 
• Vibrant colours are tattoo ink 
• Shellac & wax Finish 
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Dennis Houle - Peppermills With A Twist 
• Spalted Maple (right) 
• Mystery Wood (left) 
• 10 x 2.5” 
• Turned on 3 centres, offset by 60 deg. 

Phil Vetra - Incised Bowl/Platter 
• Work in progress 
• Maple - 11” 
• Oxblood & Burgundy leather dye with 

black splattered on with a toothbrush 
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Chris Stiles - Bowls with Carved Legs 
• Yes - 5.5” diameter, 4” tall 
• Tung oil finish 

Please email all Instant Gallery and President’s Challenge photos to 
gallery@gvwg.ca by at least 3 days before the monthly meeting to en-

sure they are included in the gallery presentations.    

In  your email, please include as much information as possible on your 
project such as species, dimensions, finish, special techniques, anec-

dotes, etc. 

mailto:gallery@gvwg.ca
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Sheila Balzer - Toying with Textures 
• Ladder and Cedar Talking Stick 
• Work in progress  
• Dozen different species on the ladder 
• Each stick on ladder tells a story of a wood source savaged 

for future making. 
• Cedar talking stick turned and textured using rotary tool and 
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Gary Burns - Lime Wax Bowls 
• Acacia—6.5 x 2.75” 
• Oak—4 x 2” 
• Homemade alcohol dye and liming 

Gary Burns - Textured Bowl 
• Cherry - 8.5 x 2.5” 
• Sorby Texturing Tool & Knurling Tool 
• Spray lacquer finish 
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Bruce Campbell - Holly Bowl 
• 10 x 4” 
• No finish 
• Here is a bowl of holly that 

was turned and beaded in 
and out and then micro-
waved to warp.  It looks 
quite neat with the perfect 
lines distorted by the warp-

Steve Hansen  - :Shattered Dreams” 
• Western Red Cedar 
• 3.25 x 3.25” -  0.25” wall thickness 
• Carnauba was finish 
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Merv Graham  - Work in Progress 
• Cherry - 4 x 3 x 6” 
• Osmo finish 
• All texturing down with Sorby Mni Tex-
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Brian Lunt - “Procrastination” 
• 3 months later I now have a 

“Round To It” 
• Maple 
• India Ink outside 
• New Cobalt Teal Golden Flat 

Michael Moult - Cup 
• Failure 
• 200+ year old, old growth 

Douglas Fir with very 
tight grain & very stable 
end grain. 

• Attempt to char as per 
Eric Lofstrom's presenta-
tion. 

• I wanted to raise the 
grain on the exterior and 
leave the interior natural. 

• The wood did 2 things. 
First with any heat it 
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Larry Stevenson - Textured Bowl 
• White Oak - 11 x 4” 
• Charred with propane torch, then char 

brushed away with soft nylon brush. 
• Painted with black airbrush acrylic. 
• Two coats of Tung 'n Teak Oil and two 
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Chris Stiles - Mobile Travel Mug  
• Alder travel mug with ring of wire brush 

texture coloured with India Ink. 

Chris Stiles - Mobile Travel Mug  
• Maple travel mug with flame texture. 
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 Always wear safety goggles or safety 
glasses that include side protectors. 
Use a full face shield for bowl, vessel, or 
any turning involving chucks and face-
plates. 

 Use a combination of dust mask, air fil-
tration helmet, proper ventilation, and/
or dust collection system as appropri-
ate. Fine particles from a grinder and 
wood dust are harmful to your respira-
tory system.  

 Wear hearing protection during extend-
ed periods of turning. 

 Turn the lathe off before adjusting the 
tool rest or tool rest base, i.e., banjo. 

 Always remove chuck keys, adjusting 
wrenches, and knockout bars immedi-
ately after use.   Never leave them in 
place, even for a moment. 

 Tie back long hair and avoid loose 
clothing, jewelry, or any dangling ob-
jects that may catch on rotating parts 
or accessories. 

 When using a faceplate, be certain the 
workpiece is solidly mounted with stout 
screws (#10 or #12 sheet metal screws 
as a minimum). Do not use dry wall or 
deck screws.  

 When turning between centres, be cer-
tain the workpiece is firmly mounted 
between the headstock driving centre 
and tailstock centre. 

 Ensure the belt guard or cover is in 
place. 

 Check that all locking devices on the 

tailstock and tool rest assembly (rest 
and base) are tight before operating the 
lathe. 

 Ensure the blank is securely fastened. 
 Rotate your workpiece backwards by 

hand to make sure it clears the toolrest 
and bed before turning the lathe on.  

 Stay clear of the areas directly behind 
and in front of the workpiece, they are 
the most likely areas for a piece to trav-
el as it comes off the lathe. A good safe-
ty habit is to step out of this zone when 
turning on the lathe, keeping your hand 
on the switch in case you need to turn 
the machine off. When observing some-
one else turn, stay out of these zones. 

 Always check the speed of the lathe be-
fore turning it on. Use slower speeds 
for larger diameters or rough pieces 
and higher speeds for smaller diame-
ters and pieces that are balanced. Al-
ways start a piece at a slower speed un-
til the workpiece is balanced. If the 
lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the 
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always 
stop the machine to verify why. As a 
starting point, consult your operator’s 
manual for recommended speeds for a 
particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed 
is compatible with the size of the blank. 

 Exercise extra caution when using stock 
with cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, 
knots, irregular shapes, or protuberanc-
es. Beginners should avoid these types 

(Continued on page 35) 
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of stock until they have greater 
knowledge of working such wood. 

 Hold turning tools securely on the 
toolrest, holding the tool in a controlled 
but comfortable manner. Always con-
tact the tool rest with the tool before 
contacting the wood. 

 Note that, when running a lathe in re-
verse, it is possible for a chuck or face-
plate to unscrew unless it is securely 
tightened or locked on the lathe spin-
dle. 

 Know your capabilities and limitations. 
An experienced woodturner is capable 
of lathe speeds, techniques, and proce-
dures not recommended for beginning 
turners. 

 Always remove the tool rest before 
sanding, finishing, or polishing opera-
tions. 

 Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, 
and keep your balance at all times. 

 Keep your lathe in good repair. Check 
for damaged parts, alignment, binding 
of moving parts, and other conditions 
that may affect its operation. 

 Keep tools sharp and clean for better 
and safer performance. Don’t force a 

dull tool. Don’t use a tool for a purpose 
for which it was not designed or intend-
ed. 

 Consider your work environment. Don’t 
use a lathe in damp or wet locations. 
Do not use in presence of flammable 
liquids or gases, and always keep a fully
-charged fire extinguisher close at 
hand. Keep your work area well lit. 

 Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. 
Pay close attention to unusual sounds 
or vibrations. Stop the lathe to investi-
gate the cause. Don’t operate machines 
when you are tired or under the influ-
ence of drugs or alcohol. 

 Guard against electric shock. Inspect 
electric cords for damage. Avoid the 
use of extension cords. 

 Never leave the lathe running un-
attended. Turn power off. Don’t leave 
lathe until it comes to a complete stop. 

 Many accidents to woodturners occur 
while using saws, especially band and 
chain saws. Learn and follow the safety 
guidelines for this equipment. 

 
For more  information on woodturning 
safety please visit the AAW’s  Woodturn-
ing Safety webpage. 

(Continued from page 34) 

http://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/Learn/Learn-about-woodturning/Learn-about-woodturning-safety/Woodturner/Resources/Safety-Materials/Safety.aspx?hkey=5b27c9da-71a1-422d-8777-19ae4e394fd0
http://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/Learn/Learn-about-woodturning/Learn-about-woodturning-safety/Woodturner/Resources/Safety-Materials/Safety.aspx?hkey=5b27c9da-71a1-422d-8777-19ae4e394fd0
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Date Time Location Event 

2021 

Jun 24th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Keith Gotschall – “The Holly-
wood Bowl” 

Jun 28th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

July 17-18, 2021   AAW Virtual Symposium 

Jul 22nd, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Member Show N’ Tell 

Jul 26th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Aug 26th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Virtual Shop Tours & Tips 

Aug 30th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Sep 23rd, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Roberto Ferrer – “Wall Sculptures 
Made Easy” 

Sep 27th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Oct 9th, 2021 TBA ZOOM Meeting 
Saturday Demo 
Glen Lucas 

Oct 28th, 2021 6:00pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Harvey Meyer – “Basket Weave 
Illusion” 

Nov 1st, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Nov 13th, 2021 11:00am ZOOM Meeting 
Saturday Demo 
John Jordan – Topic TBA 

Nov 25th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting 
Club Meeting 
Main Speaker - Michael Hosaluk – “End Grain 
Hollowing” 

Nov 27th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

  Denotes guest speakers. 

http://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/2021-Virtual-Symposium/2021-Virtual-Symposium-Home.aspx
keithgotschall.com/woodturning
http://www.woodturner.org/Woodturner/2021-Virtual-Symposium/2021-Virtual-Symposium-Home.aspx?New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon=1#New_ContentCollectionOrganizerCommon
http://www.ferrerstudioart.com/
http://www.glennlucaswoodturning.com/
http://www.harveymeyer.com/
michaelhosaluk.com/
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President: Steve Fairbairn president@gvwg.ca 

Vice President: Steve Hansen   

Secretary: Dan Breck secretary@gvwg.ca 

Treasurer: Bruce Campbell treasurer@gvwg.ca 

Members At Large: Annie Prefontaine  

 Bob James   

 Brian Lunt   

 Sheila Balzar   

 John Hammond   

 Rob Smith   

Past President Bill Fowle   

Educational Coordinator: Volunteer(s) Needed   

Communications: Brian Lunt communications@gvwg.ca 

Info Contact: Ed Pretty info@gvwg.ca 

Newsletter Editor & Publisher: Steve Fairbairn editor@gvwg.ca 

Librarians: Peter McLaren   

 Rachel Tius  

Food Chief: John Hammond   

FOF Coordinator: Dustin Cook   
AAW  Women in Turning  Liaison:  Sheila Balzar  

Turning 101: Peter Hill   

 Tracy Kennedy  

Visiting Demonstrator Liaison: Dustin Cook   

 Brian Lunt  

Visiting Demonstrator Advisor: Art Liestman   

Newsletter Editor & Publisher: Steve Fairbairn editor@gvwg.ca 

Wood List Coordinator: Dennis Houle woodlist@gvwg.ca 

Digital Photography: Jay & Lin Mapson   

Webmaster: Steve Hansen webmaster@gvwg.ca 


